BADMINTON GOLD MEDALISTS

MEN
Andy (Weng Kai) Chong - Malaysia  A Mens Singles, Mens Doubles & Mixed Dbls
J.C. Hintze - Peru  A Mens Doubles
Murli Muralidhar - San Diego B Mens Doubles
Neam Taing - San Diego B Mens Doubles
Justin Egerer - Riverside C Mens Doubles
Khoa Huynh - Westminster C Mens Doubles
Trung Nguyen - Westminster D Mens Doubles
Hoang Nguyen - Westminster D Mens Doubles, D Mens Singles
Robert Seguin - Seattle, WA B Mens Singles
Menh Vuong - Anaheim C Mens Singles, Sr (40+) Mens Singles
Thin Nguyen - San Diego B Mixed Doubles
Ed Iott - Spring Valley C Mixed Doubles
Raj Rath - Honolulu, HI D Mixed Doubles
Richard Warnock - Dana Point, Master (50+) Mens Singles
Manny Armendarez - Laguna Niguel, Grand Master (60+) Mens Singles
Solaiman Jonatan - Chino Hills, Sr (40+) Mens Doubles & Mixed Doubles
Pat Armendarez - Burbank, Master (50+) Mens Doubles
David Ogata - Los Angeles, Master (50+) Mens Doubles & Mixed Doubles
Henry Vinerts - Grand Master (60+) Mens Doubles
Joe Silverman - San Diego Grand Master (60+) Mens Doubles
Danny Gibbs - Redondo Beach - 18& Under Boys Singles & Mixed Doubles
Gavin Ehr - Manhattan Beach - 18& Under Boys Doubles
Todd Sakulrattanakom - Irvine - 18& Under Boys Doubles

WOMEN
Melinda Keszthelyi - Hungary  A Womens Singles, Womens Doubles & Mixed Dbls
Cindy Breise - La Mesa B & C Mixed Doubles, B Womens Doubles
Michiko Watanabe - Kaneohe, HI D Mixed Doubles
Sara Vang - Garden Grove- B Womens Singles
Miki Honda- Tempe, AZ - C Womens Singles
Amanda Lum - Palos Verde Estates - D Womens Singles & D Womens Doubles
Julie Yu - Fountain Valley - A Womens Doubles
Xin Huynh - San Diego B Womens Doubles
Emma Almendarez - Carlsbad C Womens Doubles
Marianne Reesegger - Escondido- C Womens Doubles & Sr (40+) Womens Doubles
Samantha Jinadasa - Long Beach - D Womens Doubles
Monica Ortiz - Sr (40+) Men's Doubles & Mixed Doubles
Donna Gibbs - Redondo Beach - Master (50+) Mixed Doubles
Janet Hurn - San Diego - Grand Master (60+) Mixed Doubles
Theresa Young - Carlsbad - Sr (40+) Womens Singles & Womens Doubles
DeDe Davis - Manhattan Beach - 18& Under Mixed Doubles & 18& Under Girls Singles
Lin Shan Cai - Orange - 18& Under Girls Doubles
Lily Wang - Diamond Bar - 18& Under Girls Doubles
1999 CALIFORNIA STATE GAMES
BADMINTON RESULTS
JUNIOR DIVISIONS (18 & Under)

Boys’ Singles
Round Robin Play - Pool#1 - Danny Gibbons (Redondo Bch) def. Trung Pham (San Diego) 15-9, 15-12; Khao Huynh (Westminster) def. Danny Gibbons (Redondo Bch) 15-13, 8-15, 15-10; Pool #2 - Dennis Watanabe (Kaneohe) def. Elliot Scher (San Francisco) 15-12, 15-5, Hoang Bui (Long Beach) def. Elliot Scher (San Francisco) 15-1, 15-0, Hoang Bui (Long Beach) def. D. Dennis Watanabe (Kaneohe) 15-0, 15-3; Pool #3 - Brendan Taft (Orange) def. Michael Gibbons (Redondo Bch) 15-4, 15-7; John Lin (Irvine) def. Michael Gibbons (Redondo Bch) 10-15, 15-13, 15-10; Brendan Taft (Orange) def. John Lin (Irvine) 15-7, 15-4; Pool #4 - Nicholas Jinadasa (Long Bch) def. RJ Dolbin (La Mirada) 15-5, 15-7, RJ Dolbin (La Mirada) def. Todd Sakulrattanakom (Irvine) 15-10, 15-12, Nicholas Jinadasa (Long Bch) def. Todd Sakulrattanakom (Irvine) 17-14, 15-10; Pool#5 - Matt Sakulrattanakom (Irvine) def. William Vuong (La Jolla) 15-78, 15-10, Gavin Erin (Manhattan Bch) def. Matt Sakulrattanakom (Irvine) 15-8, 15-4, Gavin Erin (Manhattan Bch) def. William Vuong (La Jolla) 15-8, 15-2; Pool #6 - Mai Vo (Santa Rosa) def. Brandon Ching (La Jolla) 15-4, 15-2, Brandon Ching (La Jolla) def. Jeff Soonlan (Irvine) 15-2, 15-4, Mai Vo (Santa Rosa) def. Jeff Soonlan (Irvine) 15-6, 15-8

Boys Singles - Main Draw

Girls’ Singles
Round Robin Play : Pool#1 - Jennifer Cabuhat (Los Angeles) def. Cynthia Tran (Garden Grove); Pool#2 - Lanna Walsh (San Diego) def. Minna Watanabe (Kaneohe), Amanda Lum (Palos Verde Estates) def. Lanna Walsh (San Diego) 11-1, 11-2, Amanda Lum (Palos Verde Estates) def. Minna Watanabe (Kaneohe); Pool#3 - Lily Wang (Diamond Bar) def. Samantha Jinadasa (Long Beach) 11-4, 11-6, Kristen Davis (Manhattan Bch) def. Samantha Jinadasa 11-7, 11-7, Lily Wang def. Kristen Davis 11-2, 11-2; Pool #4 - DeDe Davis Davis (Manhattan Bch) def. Hue Ly (Rosemead) 11-4, 11-0, Linda Kyaun (Santa Rosa) def. Hue Ly (11-4, 11-6), DeDe Davis (Manhattan Bch) def. Linda Kyaun (Santa Rosa) 15-7, 15-5; Pool #5 - Linh Shen Cai (Orange) def. Phyrum Than (Long Bch) 11-6, 7-11, 11-6; Pool #6 - Dara Walsh (San Diego) def. Tracy Dopp (Vacaville) 11-2, 11-1


Girls’ Doubles Main Draw: 1st Round - Lanna Walsh/Dara Walsh (San Diego) def. K. Tu/Justine Lai (Garden Grove), Kristen Davis/DeDe Davis (Manhattan Bch) def. Tracy Dopp (Vacaville)/Minna Watanabe (Kaneohe); Samantha Jinadasa (Long Bch)/Amanda Lum (PVE) def. Linda Kyaun (Santa Rosa)/Janie Hanesawa (San Diego); QUARTERFINALS: Linh Shen Cai (Orange)/Lily Wang (Diamond Bar) def. Maisie Chan (Los Angeles)/Hue Ly (Rosemead), Jennifer Cabuhat (Los Angeles)/Kristen Wong (Cypress) def. Lanna Walsh/Dara Walsh (San Diego), Samantha Jinadasa (Long Bch)/Amanda Lum (PVE) def. Kitty Liu (Cypress)/Phyrum Than (Long Bch), Kristen Davis/DeDe Davis (Manhattan Bch) def. Rosie Pham/Jennifer Nguyen (Garden Grove); SEMIFINALS: Cai/Wang def. Cabuhat/Wong (13-15), 15-13, 15-13, Davis/Davis def. Jinadasa/Lum 15-12, 17-15; CONSOLATION FINAL: BRONZE Medal - Maisie Chan (Los Angeles)/Hue Ly (Rosemead) def. Linda Kyaun (Santa Rosa)/Janie Hanesawa (San Diego) 15-5, 15-5; FINAL - Gold Medal Linh Shen Cai (Orange)/Lily Wang (Diamond Bar) def. Kristen Davis/DeDe Davis (Manhattan Bch) 15-9, 15-11 Silver Medal
Boys’ Doubles Main Draw:
1st Round: Andrew Lay (San Diego)/Trung Pham (San Diego) def. John Lin (Irvine)/Brendan Taft (Orange) 15-2, 15-12, Gavin Erie (Manhattan Bch)/Todd Sakulrattanakom (Irvine) def. Wen Mai/J. Than (Garden Grove) 15-15, 15-10, Michael Gibbs/Danny Gibbs (Redondo Bch) def. Thai Lay (San Diego)/Dennis Watanabe (Kaneohe) 15-4, 15-2, Jeff Soonlan (Irvine)/Matt Sakulrattanakom (Irvine) def. Brandon Ching (La Jolla)/RJ Dolbin (La Mirada) 15-7, 13-15, 15-4, Ben Dao (Stockton)/Mai Vo (Santa Rosa) def. Nicholas Jinadasa (Long Beach)/Phuong Tu (San Diego) 15-10, 17-15, QUARTERFINALS: Andrew Lay (San Diego)/Trung Pham (San Diego) def. Kiet Lam/Quang Pham (Anaheim) 15-3, 15-4, Gavin Erie (Manhattan Bch)/Todd Sakulrattanakom (Irvine) def. Michael Gibbs/Danny Gibbs (Redondo Bch) 15-9, 15-10, Jeff Soonlan (Irvine)/Matt Sakulrattanakom (Irvine) def. T. Ly/C. Tang (San Diego), Sith Meas (Long Beach)/Daravid Ty (Cypress) def. Ben Dao (Stockton)/Mai Vo (Santa Rosa) 15-10, 17-15; SEMIFINALS Gavin Erie (Manhattan Bch)/Todd Sakulrattanakom (Irvine) def. Andrew Lay (San Diego)/Trung Pham (San Diego) 15-11, 10-15, 15-13, Jeff Soonlan (Irvine)/Matt Sakulrattanakom (Irvine) def. Sith Meas (Long Beach)/Daravid Ty (Cypress) 15-5, 13-15, 15-11 CONСILATION FINAL (Bronze Medal): Nicholas Jinadasa (Long Beach)/Phuong Tu (San Diego) def. Brandon Ching (La Jolla)/RJ Dolbin (La Mirada) 15-8, 15-4; FINAL (Gold/Silver Medal): Gavin Erie (Manhattan Bch)/Todd Sakulrattanakom (Irvine) def. Jeff Soonlan (Irvine)/Matt Sakulrattanakom (Irvine) 15-13, 15-13, 15-8

18 & Under Mixed Doubles